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Abstract
This paper severs as a user guide to the mapping framework VieM (Vienna Mapping and Sparse Quadratic
Assignment). We give a rough overview of the techniques used within the framework and describe the user
interface as well as the file formats used.
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1 Introduction
Communication performance between processes in high-performance systems depends on many factors. For ex-
ample, communication is typically faster if communicating processes are located on the same processor node
compared to the cases where processes reside on different nodes. This becomes even more pronounced for large
supercomputer systems where processors are hierarchically organized into, e.g. islands, racks, nodes, processors,
cores with corresponding communication links of similar quality. Given the communication pattern between pro-
cesses and a hardware topology description that reflects the quality of the communication links, one hence seeks
to find a good mapping of processes onto processors such that pairs of processes exchanging large amounts of
information are located closely.
Such a mapping can be computed by solving a corresponding quadratic assignment problem (QAP) which
is a hard optimization problem. Sahni and Gonzalez [10] have shown QAP to be strongly NP-hard and, unless
P=NP, admitting no constant factor approximation algorithm. In addition, there are no algorithms that can solve
meaningful instances with n > 20 to optimality in a reasonable amount of time [3]. Hence, heuristic algorithms
are necessary in order to solve large scale instances. Multiple heuristics have been proposed to tackle real world
instances [2, 6, 9].
We make two important assumptions that are typically valid for modern supercomputers and the applications
that run on those. First, communication patterns are almost always sparse since not all processes have to com-
municate with each other. This is especially true for large scale scientific simulations in which the underlying
models of computation and communication are already sparse, see, e.g. [4, 5, 14]. To efficiently parallelize the
simulation one normally employs graph partitioning techniques which then in turn yield a sparse communication
pattern between the processes. Second, we assume that the hardware communication topology under consideration
is hierarchical with communication links on the same level in the hierarchy featuring the same communication
speed. This is typically observed in current high-performance systems, e.g. SuperMUC1. Using these assumptions,
we derive algorithms that are able to create high quality mappings, as well as faster local search algorithms for
improving assignments.
Problem Definition. The total communication requirement between the set of processes in an application can
be modeled by a weighted communication graph. The underlying hardware topology can likewise be modeled
by a weighted graph. Our abstract problem is to embed the communication graph onto the topology graph under
optimization criteria that we explain below. We assume that the number of nodes in host and topology graphs are
the same. Unless otherwise mentioned, a processing element (PE) typically represents a core of a machine.
Throughout the user guide, C ∈ Rn×n denotes the communication matrix andD ∈ Rn×n the topology matrix or
distance matrix. More precisely, Ci,j describes the amount of communication that has to be done between process
i and j and Di,j represents the weighted distance between PE i and PE j. That is, the cost for communicating
the amount Ci,j between processors i and j is Ci,jDi,j . We follow Brandfass et al. [2] and others, and model
the embedding problem as a quadratic assignment problem (QAP): Find a one-to-one mapping Π of processes
to PEs which minimizes the overall communication cost. More precisely, we want to minimize J(C,D,Π) :=∑
i,j CΠ(i),Π(j)Di,j where the sum is over all PE pairs and k = Π(i) means that process k is assigned to PE i.
Our framework assumes that C and D are symmetric – otherwise one can create equivalent QAP problems with
symmetric inputs [2].
Graph partitioning is a key component in our algorithms to find initial solutions. The graph partitioning prob-
lem looks for blocks of nodes V1,. . . ,Vk that partition V , i.e. V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk = V and Vi ∩ Vj = ∅ for i 6= j. The
balancing constraint demands that ∀i ∈ 1..k : c(Vi) ≤ Lmax := (1 + )dc(V )/ke for some parameter . In the
perfectly balanced case the imbalance parameter  is set to zero, i.e. no deviation from the average is allowed. One
commonly used objective is to minimize the total cut
∑
i<j w(Eij) where Eij := {{u, v} ∈ E : u ∈ Vi, v ∈ Vj}.
A vertex v ∈ Vi that has a neighbor w ∈ Vj , i 6= j, is a boundary vertex.
1Leibniz Supercomputing Centre, Gauss Centre for Supercomputing e.V.
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2 Mapping Techniques within VieM
We now give a rough overview over the algorithms implemented in our framework. For details on the algorithms,
we refer the interested reader to the corresponding paper [15].
2.1 Local Search
Heider [6] proposes a method to improve an already given permutation/mapping. The method repeatedly tries to
perform swaps in the assignment. To do so, the author defines a pair-exchange neighborhood N(Π) that contains
all permutations that can be reached by swapping two elements in Π. Here, swapping two elements means that
Π(i) will be assigned to processor j and Π(j) will be assigned to processor i after the swap is done. The algorithm
then looks at the neighborhood in a cyclic manner. More precisely, in each step the current pair (i, j) is updated
to (i, j + 1) if j < n, to (i + 1, i + 2) if j = n and i < n − 1, and lastly to (1, 2) if j = n and i = n − 1.
A swap is performed if it yields positive gain, i.e. the swap reduces the objective. The overall runtime of the
algorithm is O(n3). We denote the search space with N2. To reduce the runtime, Brandfass et al. [2] introduce a
couple of modifications. Initially computing as well as recomputing the objective function after a swap is performed
is an expensive step in the algorithm. In their work, both the communication pattern as well as the distances between
the PEs are given as complete matrices. These matrices have a quadratic number of elements and hence the initial
computation of the objective function costs O(n2) time. After a swap is performed, Brandfass et al. update the
objective using the objective function value before the swap. Overall, an update step in their algorithm takes O(n)
time which is clearly a bottleneck for sparse communication patterns. We described methods how we speed up the
initial computation as well as the update of the objective. This yields much faster local search algorithms.
In addition to that we defined swapping neighborhoods using the communication graph GC . In the simplest
version, assignments are only allowed to be swapped if the processes are connected by an edge in the communi-
cation graph, i.e. the processes have to communicate with each other. We denote this neighborhood with NC . The
size of the search space is O(m) since it contains exactly m pairs that may be swapped. Swaps are performed
in random order. Local search terminates after m unsuccessful swaps, i.e. all pairs have been tried and no swap
resulted in a gain in the objective. Note that this approach assumes that swaps with positive gain are close in terms
of graph theoretic distance in the communication graph. We also define augmented neighborhoods in which swaps
are allowed if two processes have distance less than d in the communication graph. We denote this neighborhood
by NdC . Note that this creates a sequence of neighborhoods increasing in size NC ⊆ N2C ⊆ . . . ⊆ NnC = N2 where
N2 is the largest neighborhood used by Brandfass et al. [2].
2.2 Hierarchical Initial Solutions
Our framework also contains algorithms to initially create solutions. Throughout this section, we assume that
the input communication matrix is already given as a graph GC , i.e. no conversion of the matrix into a graph
is necessary. More precisely, the graph representation is defined as GC := ({1, . . . , n}, E[C]) where E[C] :=
{(u, v) | Cu,v 6= 0}. In other words, E[C] is the edge set of the processes that need to communicate with each other.
Note that the set contains forward and backward edges, and that the weights of the edges in the graph correspond
to the entries in the matrix C.
Our most successful strategy is a top down approach. Intuitively, we want to identify subgraphs in the com-
munication graph of processes that have to communicate much with each other and then place such processes
closely, i.e. on the same node, same rack and so forth. In the following, we assume a homogeneous hierarchy of
the supercomputer, but our algorithms can be extended to heterogeneous hierarchies in a straightforward way. Let
S = a1, a2, ..., ak be a sequence describing the hierarchy of the supercomputer. The sequence should be interpreted
as each processor having a1 cores, each node a2 processors, each rack a3 nodes, . . . .
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The top down approach starts by computing a perfectly balanced partition of GC into ak blocks each having
n/ak vertices (processes). The partitioning task is done using the techniques provided by Sanders and Schulz [12]
which provide high quality partitions and guarantee that each block of the output partition has the specified amount
of vertices. In principle, the nodes of each block will be assigned completely to one of the ak system entities.
Each of the system entities provides precisely n/ak PEs. We then proceed recursively and partition each subgraph
induced by a block into ak−1 blocks and so forth. The recursion stops as soon as the subgraphs have only a1
vertices left. In the base case, we assign processes to permutation ranks.
3 Graph Format
3.1 Input File Format
The graph format used by our programs is the same as used by Metis [8], Chaco [7] and the graph format that
has been used during the 10th DIMACS Implementation Challenge on Graph Clustering and Partitioning [1]. The
input graph has to be undirected, without self-loops and without parallel edges.
To give a description of the graph format, we follow the description of the Metis 4.0 user guide very closely.
A graph G = (V,E) with n vertices and m edges is stored in a plain text file that contains n + 1 lines (excluding
comment lines). The first line contains information about the size and the type of the graph, while the remaining n
lines contain information for each vertex of G. Any line that starts with % is a comment line and is skipped.
The first line in the file contains either two integers, n m, or three integers, n m f . The first two integers are
the number of vertices n and the number of undirected edges of the graph, respectively. Note that in determining
the number of edges m, an edge between any pair of vertices v and u is counted only once and not twice, i.e. we
do not count the edge (v, u) from (u, v) separately. The third integer f is used to specify whether or not the graph
has weights associated with its vertices, its edges or both. If the graph is unweighted then this parameter can be
omitted. It should be set to 1 if the graph has edge weights, 10 if the graph has node weights and 11 if the graph
has edge and node weights. However, note that since we compute one-to-one mappings, node weights are ignored.
The remaining n lines of the file store information about the actual structure of the graph. In particular, the ith
line (again excluding comment lines) contains information about the ith vertex. Depending on the value of f , the
information stored in each line is somewhat different. In the most general form (when f = 11, i.e. we have node
and edge weights) each line has the following structure:
c v1w1 v2w2 . . . vk wk
where c is the vertex weight associated with this vertex, v1, . . . , vk are the vertices adjacent to this vertex, and
w1, . . . , wk are the weights of the edges. Note that the vertices are numbered starting from 1 (not from 0). Further-
more, the vertex-weights must be integers greater or equal to 0, whereas the edge-weights must be strictly greater
than 0.
3.2 Output File Formats
The output format of a mapping is basically a text file named permutation. This file contains n lines. In each line
the mapped ID of the corresponding vertex is given, i.e. line i contains the mapped processor ID of the vertex i
(here the vertices are numbered from 0 to n− 1). The processor IDs are numbered consecutively from 0 to n− 1.
3.3 Troubleshooting
VieM should not crash! If VieM crashes it is mostly due to the following reasons: the provided graph contains self-
loops or parallel edges, there exists a forward edge but the backward edge is missing or the forward and backward
edges have different weights, or the number of vertices or edges specified does not match the number of vertices
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Figure 1: An example graph and its representation in the graph format. The IDs of the vertices are drawn within
the cycle, the vertex weight is shown next to the circle (red) and the edge weight is plotted next to the edge (blue).
or edges provided in the file. Please use the graphcheck tool provided in our package to verify whether your graph
has the right input format. If our graphcheck tool tells you that the graph that you provided has the correct format
and VieM crashes anyway, please write us an email.
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4 User Interface
Our package contains the following programs: viem, generate_model, graphchecker, evaluator. To compile these
programs you need to have Argtable, g++, and scons installed (we use argtable-2.10, g++-4.8.0, and scons-1.2).
Once you have that you can execute compile.sh in the main folder of the release. When the process is finished the
binaries can be found in the folder deploy. We now explain the parameters of each of the programs briefly.
4.1 VieM
Description: This is the mapping program. The default configuration of the program uses the top down approach
as well as local search based on the communication graph with a neighborhood distances of 10. Note that the
number of vertices in the model to be mapped has to be the same as the number of PEs specified using the hierarchy
parameter string.
Usage:
viem [--help] file [--seed=<int>] [--preconfiguration_mapping] --hierarchy_parameter_string=<string>
--distance_parameter_string=<string> [--construction_algorithm=<string>]
[--distance_construction_algorithm=<string>] [--local_search_neighborhood=<string>]
[--communication_neighborhood_dist=<int>]
Options:
file Path to file (model).
--help Print help.
--seed=<int> Seed to use for the random number generator.
--preconfiguration_mapping=<string> Use a preconfiguration for the partitioning tool within the map-
ping algorithm. One of strong, eco or fast. Default: eco.
--construction_algorithm=<string> Initial construction algorithm to use. One of random, identity,
growing, hierarchybottomup, hierarchytopdown. Default: hier-
archytopdown.
--distance_construction_algorithm=<string> Construction algorithm to use to initially construct the distance
matrix. Use one of hierarchy or hierarchyonline which does not
store distance matrix. Default: hierarchy.
--hierarchy_parameter_string=<string> Specify hierarchy as 2:2:... for 2 cores per PE, 2 PEs per node,
and so forth.
--distance_parameter_string=<string> Specify distances between different levels as 1:10:... for 2 cores
on the same PE have distance 1, and so forth
--local_search_neighborhood=<string> Local search neighborhood to use nsquare, nsquarepruned, or
communication. Default: communication
--communication_neighborhood_dist=<int> set the communication neighborhood distance. Default: 10.
--output_filename=<string> Specify the output filename (default permutation).
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4.2 Generate Model of Computation and Communication
Description: This is program is for testing purposes. It takes a graph as input, partitions it using KaHIP [11, 13]
and then creates a model of computation and communication. Here, blocks of the partition are vertices in the model
and edge weights in the model are set to the number of edges that run between the respective blocks.
Usage:
generate_model file --k=<int> [--help] [--seed=<int>] [--preconfiguration=variant]
[--imbalance=<double>] [--output_filename=<string>]
Options:
file Path to graph file that you want to partition and build the model from.
--k=<int> Number of blocks to partition the graph into, i.e. number of vertices in the model.
--help Print help.
--seed=<int> Seed to use for the random number generator.
--preconfiguration=variant Use a preconfiguration for partitioning. (Default: eco) [strong| eco | fast | fastso-
cial| ecosocial| strongsocial ]. Strong should be used if quality is paramount, eco
if you need a good tradeoff between partition quality and running time, and fast
if partitioning speed is in your focus. Configurations with a social in their name
should be used for social networks and web graphs.
--imbalance=<double> Desired balance. Default: 3 (%).
--output_filename=<string> Specify the output filename (default model.graph).
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4.3 Graph Format Checker
Description: This program checks if the graph specified in a given file is valid.
Usage:
graphchecker file
Options:
file Path to the graph file.
4.4 Evaluator
Description: This program takes a model and a specification of the system hierarchy as well as a mapping of
vertices of the model to processors in the system. It then computes the QAP objective.
Usage:
evaluator [--help] file --input_mapping=<string> --hierarchy_parameter_string=<string>
--distance_parameter_string=<string>
Options:
--help Print help.
file Path to file (graph/model).
--input_mapping=<string> Input mapping to use.
--hierarchy_parameter_string=<string> Specify hierarchy as 2:2:... for 2 cores per PE, 2 PEs per node, and so
forth.
--distance_parameter_string=<string> Specify distances between different levels as 1:10:... for 2 cores on
the same PE have distance 1, and so forth
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